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Services are tasked to optimise their performance
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Objective

$$\max \sum_{j \in J} d_j z_j$$

Constraints

$$\sum_{i \in I} x_i = p$$

$$\sum_{i \in I} a_{ij} x_i \geq z_j \quad \forall j \in J$$

$$x_i \in \mathbb{B} \quad \forall i \in I$$

$$z_j \in \mathbb{B} \quad \forall j \in J$$

Sets:
- Possible base locations $I$
- Demand points $J$

Parameters:
- Demand weights $d_j \in \mathbb{R} \geq 0$
- Number of bases $p \in \mathbb{N}$
- Adjacency $a_{ij} \in \mathbb{B}$

Variables:
- Opened bases $x_i$
- Covered points $z_j$
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### Objective

\[
\max \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} d_j z_j
\]

### Constraints

\[
\sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} x_i = p
\]
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\sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}} a_{ij} x_i \geq z_j \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{J}
\]
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Focus on demand weights $d_j$
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Suppose:
- Up to 5% deviation in demand $d_j$ is possible
- Total demand is fixed

Where to place ambulance bases?

Safe approach:
- Best coverage in case of worst-case realisation of demand
- Worst-case realisation depends on base locations!

Use Robust Optimisation techniques
- Uses duality theory
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Robust objective:

\[
\Delta u \overset{\text{estimated total coverage}}{=} - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} \bar{d}_j v_j^+ + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} d_j v_j^-
\]
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Suppose:
- Up to 5% deviation in demand is possible: \(d_j \in [\underline{d}_j, \overline{d}_j]\)
- Total demand is fixed to \(\Delta\)

New variables: \(u, v_j^+, v_j^- \in [0, 1]\)

Robust objective:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta u & \geq \text{estimated total coverage} \ - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} \overline{d}_j v_j^+ \ + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}} \underline{d}_j v_j^- \\
& \text{correction overestimates} \quad \text{correction underestimates}
\end{align*}
\]

Also some additional constraints
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The model is robust with respect to demand uncertainty
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Same robust coverage model, but with:

$$d_j \in [\underline{d}_j, \overline{d}_j] = \left[\hat{d}_j - \sqrt{\hat{d}_j}, \hat{d}_j + \sqrt{\hat{d}_j}\right]$$
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Maximal Covering Location problem (MCLP):
- Coverage optimisation model
- Robust for two common types of demand uncertainty

Robust Optimisation:
- General optimisation technique
- Useful for worst-case robust solutions
- See also:

Questions?